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Abstract

A novel spectroscopic tool is presented for measuring the incoherent resonance decay (IRD) of selectively (6 MHz) prepared electronic states. The method utilizes electro-optic switching of a single laser mode that is on or off resonance with respect to the homogeneous molecular packets in the excited ensemble. The technique is applied to a variety of systems: gases at low and high pressures, molecular beams, and solids at low temperatures. The coherent transient of solids observed in the forward direction of the laser gives the phase memory (optical T2 processes) while the IRD measures directly the radiative and radiationless decay (optical T1 processes), and the optical transition moment between the ground state and the prepared electronic state. The theory of coherent and incoherent states is also given, and related to the different aspects of time-resolved spectroscopy of molecular beams and solids.

I. Introduction

The phenomenological understanding for the decay of excited levels following incoherent optical excitation has been well known since 1930 when Weisskopf and Wigner showed that the addition of a damping matrix to the Schrödinger equation gives a Lorentzian resonance centered around the transition frequency \(\omega_0 = E_0/\hbar\). One might therefore conclude that careful measurements of the linewidth of optical transitions will give the dynamics of excited levels. Unfortunately, these levels are not isolated from the rest of the ensemble which may or may not be homogeneous.

In gases, the molecular packets (i.e., the distribution of molecular states that are homogeneous) are nonstationary (i.e., translating their energy); thus the Doppler resonance is a weighted statistical distribution for the population amongst all packets. Therefore, to characterize the dynamics one must know the actual width of the homogeneous packets as well as the relative importance of pressure-induced broadening and pressure-induced velocity changes during the optical pumping.

In solids, although the sites are not moving, the problem is similar because Doppler solids do exist. In other words, different molecules (or ions) experience different crystal fields and thus are located at slightly shifted energy which appear in the frame of \(\omega_0\) as being moving. Equivalently one says that the crystal ensemble is inhomogeneous.

With the advances in laser technology, spectroscopists have tried to narrow the frequency width of these inhomogeneous optical resonances, using different methods. All these methods extract a linewidth that is smaller than the inhomogeneous width. However, the contribution of the different coherent and incoherent decay processes cannot be extracted in a direct way. To understand fully the many interactions that lead to spectral broadening of the primary states, one is therefore forced to answer the following questions:

1. What are the radiative and nonradiative decays (optical T1 processes) that contribute to the width of the resonance?
2. Are excited electronic states optically coherent? In other words, what is the phase memory (optical T2 processes of excited states in gases and solids?
3. How do optical T1 and T2 processes depend on the vibronic energy?

This paper will first outline succinctly the theoretical recipes needed for describing the coherent and incoherent properties of excited states. Second, it will be shown that the technique of incoherent resonance decay (IRD) is very sensitive to the relaxation processes of the excited ensemble. It also replaces other techniques that are limited by the cross section, and the quality of the material. Finally, we will discuss our observation of the coherent ringing and decay in solids and beams which manifest the finite phase memory and the radiationless relaxations that follow the laser excitation.

II. What is Coherence?

Coherence is a manifestation of the phenomenon of interference in quantum mechanics. In other words, if we have two electronic states (say, the ground state \(\psi_g\) and an excited electronic state \(\psi_e\)) and we manage to form a superposition of these two states, a coherent state will be formed:

\[
\psi(t) = C_g g e^{-i\omega_0 t} \psi_g(t) + C_e e^{-i\omega_0 t} \psi_e(t),
\]

where \(C_g\) and \(C_e\) are the probability amplitudes for the system to be in the g state and e state, respectively. This coherent state has two interesting properties.

(a) The density matrix for an ensemble of such levels is nondiagonal, i.e., a pure state is created with

\[
\rho_{\omega_0} = \left(\begin{array}{cc} C_g C_g^* & C_g C_e e^{i\omega_0 t} \\ C_e C_g e^{-i\omega_0 t} & C_e C_e^* \end{array} \right) = \left(\begin{array}{cc} \rho_{gg} & \rho_{ge} \\ \rho_{eg} & \rho_{ee} \end{array} \right)
\]

where \(\omega_0\) is the resonance frequency and C.C. denotes the complex conjugate.
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(b) The expectation value for the moment $\mu$ is oscillating in time. Assuming that the ground and excited states have no permanent dipole moment,

$$\langle \mu \rangle = C_g C_e \mu_{ge} e^{i\omega_0 t} + C.C. \tag{3}$$

This quantum mechanical dipole moment radiates light in the same way as a classical oscillating "charge on a spring." Indeed, this simple description explains the many interesting and exciting experiments (such as photon echoes) done recently in atomic, ionic, and molecular systems.

We notice that if the excited ensemble can be described by the above pure density matrix, the system is coherent for the entire lifetime of the state. On the other hand, if the ensemble is impure, a phase shift will exist among the sub-ensembles (i.e., the different two-levels) such that coherence will be lost. Naturally the intermediate limit is challenging for reasons which raise the following two questions: (i) how can one measure the degree of coherence in mixed states, and (ii) what causes the creation of the impure (partially coherent or completely incoherent) state?

III. Two-Level System in a Laser Field

The treatment of the interaction between a pulse of radiation (width $\tau_\text{p} < T_1, T_2$) and a two-level system has been well known since 1946 when Bloch predicted the existence of phase coherence in a spin ensemble. Hahn in 1950 demonstrated in a classical experiment the dephasing and refocusing of the ensemble moments as a result of finite coherence time that is longer than Rabi's oscillation time in the rotating frame. Hahn's discovery showed clearly that the reversibility of free induction decay exists. The extension of such ideas to the optical region was shown by Kurnit et al. In their experiments an echo resulted from the in-plane refocusing of the homogeneous optical moments. This discovery has triggered similar experiments done on other systems. The optical notation which is another coherent optical effect was observed first by Hocker and Tang in SF$_6$. Brewer and his co-workers have introduced the elegant technique of molecular and laser switching to observe the different coherent transients of gases. The method which monitors the signal in the forward direction of the laser is different from the IRD technique.* At low temperatures, both the IRD and the coherent transient of solids were observed by us.

In these nonlinear spectroscopic techniques, the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the density matrix ($\rho$) are being monitored in optically thin samples. Being optically thin ensures that there are no propagation effects, such as self-induced transparency. The sample emitting cooperatively resembles Dicke's superradiance or, more specifically, the linear combination (molecules plus field) of Dicke's states. Therefore, the coupling between Maxwell's equations of the radiation field and the Schrödinger representation of the two-level system becomes straightforward.

Defining the total decay time constant for the two levels as $T_{1g}$ and $T_{1e}$, one can show that the rate of change of the elements of the density matrix is given by

$$\dot{\rho}_{ee} = \frac{\rho_{ee}}{T_{1e}} - \frac{\Delta}{2}$$

and

$$\dot{\rho}_{eg} = \frac{1}{i} \omega_0 + \frac{1}{i} \left[ \frac{1}{T_{1g}} + \frac{1}{T_{1e}} \right] \rho_{eg}$$

$$\dot{\rho}_{ge} = \frac{1}{i} \omega_0 + \frac{1}{i} \left[ \frac{1}{T_{1g}} + \frac{1}{T_{1e}} \right] \rho_{ge}$$

The above equations imply first that there exist differences in the decay if one monitors the diagonal and/or off-diagonal elements, i.e., the polarization component or the population difference between the two levels ($\rho_{ee} - \rho_{gg}$). The latter is, of course, proportional to $R_3$ in the FVH picture. Second, the dipole dephasing is incorporated in Eq. (6) as a fluctuating term $\delta$ that gives rise to a decay constant $1/T_2$ which can be added to the $1/T_1$ term. This is true if one assumes a simple correlation function for the dephasing process in the gaseous or the solid ensemble when the interaction $V(V = \mu \cdot E_0 \cos \omega t)$ couples the radiation field (of frequency $\omega$) with the system of moment $\mu$. In our case, the laser field in the optical region couples with the electric dipoles that are generated from the transition between the ground state and a narrow optical electronic state. It is this coupling that creates the in-phase and the quadrature components of the polarization which evolve in time as follows:

$$\dot{R}_1 = -\gamma R_2 - \gamma R_1 \tag{8}$$

$$\dot{R}_2 = \Delta R_1 + \gamma R_2 + \frac{(\mu E_0) (\gamma_e + \gamma_g)}{2} R_3 \tag{9}$$

$$\dot{R}_3 = (\gamma_e \rho_{ee} + \gamma_g \rho_{gg}) + \frac{(\mu E_0)}{2} R_2 \tag{10}$$

$\gamma_e$ and $\gamma_g$ are the decay rate constants of levels $e$ and $g$, respectively, while $\gamma = (\gamma_e + \gamma_g)/2$. $\Delta$ is the amount off-resonance the single mode of the laser is with respect to the transition frequency of the primary state in the optical rotating frame. $R_1$ and $R_2$ are directly related to $\rho_{ee}$ and $\rho_{ge}$. The above Bloch-type equations imply that a macroscopic polarization $P$ reacts back on the applied field and causes a dispersion or absorption (or gain) depending on the relative phase between $P$ and the applied field. Moreover, the equations are reminiscent of the torque equation for the spin $1/2$ system since

$$\frac{dF}{dt} = K (F \times E_{\text{eff}})$$

where $K$ is related to the dipole matrix element and $E_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective field. In the rotating frame and on-resonance, the population vector will be driven (nutation) in a plane perpendicular to the $\mu E_0$ axis, depending on the strength of the moment and the laser field. Of course, when $E_0$ is switched off, $R_3$ will decay by its usual decay time constant. Hence, both $T_1$ and $T_2$ optical processes can be obtained in a solid or a gas when certain sub-ensembles are switched on and off resonance.

IV. The Incoherent Resonance Decay (IRD)

In Gases and Solids

In the IRD experiments, an intense single mode tunable dye laser was used for the excitation. An Ar$^+$ ion laser (Spectra Physics Model 170; total power = 18 watts) was used to pump a free jet stream dye laser. The dye solution was rhodamine 6G in ethylene glycol. A modified Spectra Physics (Model 580 A)
A dye laser was used so a single mode could be switched out of the transition resonance frequency by an electro-optic element. Special attention was given to the alignment procedure so the dispersion of the crystal in the electric field was caused by the modulation of the refractive index along the principal axes of the dielectric ellipsoid. The modulation is done transversely and is different from the switching procedure of Telle and Tang used for very rapid tuning of cw dye lasers. The switching is clearly demonstrated in our experiments as shown in Figure 1. From the dispersion frequency we obtained an electro-optic dispersion for the AD*P crystal of 1.4 MHz/V. The net laser power of the single mode can be varied up to 90 mW and the field is linearly polarized.

The single mode beam was split so both the frequency of the transition and the quality of the single mode can be checked during the experiments (see Figure 1). The single-mode spectrum was monitored with a Fabry-Perot interferometer that is scanned to allow the observation of on-resonance and off-resonance mode structure of the laser beam. Most of the laser beam intensity was used in the forward direction for the excitation of the sample. For the study of low pressure gases (I₂ and NO₂), a sample tube with optical windows was used. A cold finger at the side of the tube was used to control the pressure of the gas. For solid state experiments, the crystal was oriented in a liquid helium Dewar that can be pumped to temperatures below the λ-point of liquid helium.

The emission was collimated at a right angle to the exciting beam with lenses of proper f numbers, and focused on a cooled photomultiplier (EMI-9558). The photomultiplier was magnetically and electrostatically shielded. Since noise will be introduced because of the laser light scattering, a sharp cutoff filter was placed in front of the phototube. The output of the photomultiplier was terminated in a boxcar integrator (PAR Model 162) whose gate width was adjusted between 5–50 nsec. The photomultiplier was coupled AC into the boxcar and the output was traced on an X-Y recorder. Typical results are shown.

Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the incoherent resonance decay (IRD) and coherent optical resonance (COR) experiments. The insert in the figure shows the single mode of the cw dye laser when the voltage on the electro-optic crystal (1.4 MHz/V) is off and on. The mode spectrum was monitored using an interferometer (see text). To minimize the jitter of the mode, the optics of the laser were carefully mounted on an NRC vibration-isolation table.
shown in this figure is the optical nutation of iodine at 0 C. The on-resonance emission was taken at 14 MHz switching frequency while the nutation was taken at 4 MHz.

V. The Coherent Transients In Solids

The experimental setup for the solid state experiments is identical to IRD except we monitored the laser intensity in the forward direction. Carefully mounted photodiodes were used in combination with filters to obtain the transients. These transients will appear either as coherent absorption and emission, as in the optical nutation (see Figure 2), or as beating with the incident beam, as in the free induction decay (Figure 3).

The output of the biased diode (with constant voltage supply) was amplified and fed into either an oscilloscope or the boxcar integrator. The laser power was measured by a Spectra Physics power meter (Model 401B). Knowing the power of the single mode and the beam diameter gave the radiation density at the sample. While the coherent transients in the gas phase are very sensitive to the pressure in the cell, the coherent transients of the solid depend crucially on the crystal temperature, as evident from our work on pentacene in P-terphenyl between 1.7 K and above the λ-point of liquid helium.

VI. Optical T1 and T2 Processes of Excited States

Using the above techniques in this series of experiments and in other experiments that will be published elsewhere, we are investigating in a systematic way the optical T1 and T2 processes. The small, intermediate, and large molecule limits, both at low pressures and in the solid phase, are examined. The objectives are to obtain information about the incoherent and coherent decays from this new technique and to correlate them with the findings of the many theories that already exist about the nature of primary excited states.

Population Distribution of the Inhomogeneous Gaseous Ensemble. We start with the prototype I2 molecule where we expect a clean excitation distribution and minimum vibronic scrambling. Naturally we must consider the Doppler broadening of the transition resonances (T2*). Another important system, which certainly is not as simple electronically as iodine, is NO2 on which decades of work have already been spent to understand its spectroscopy.

The I2 gas was excited at 5897.5 Å and Figure 2 shows the decay of the iodine on-resonance and off-resonance when the electro-optic switch is modulating the laser beam. The gas pressure was controlled by using different temperature baths at the cold finger. Typically, 30 mtorr was used. At this pressure both the coherent transients and IRD were monitored. We also checked the signal at liquid nitrogen temperature and at room temperature and no decay was observed.

Two sub-ensembles must be considered in treating the decay and dephasing of the dipoles in the inhomogeneous ensemble. The first group of molecules consists of those that were originally excited by the single mode cw laser. The degree of inversion after long times (compared with relaxation times) can be obtained from Eqs. (8)–(10). On-resonance and if the laser intensity is sufficiently large, R3 ~ 0. Turning the pulse on with Δ > 1/T2, this group of molecules will decay freely while a new group of molecules having R2 = -1, R4 = R1 = 0 will be coherently driven. Hence, one expects the emission intensity, which monitors the diagonal elements of the density matrix, to build up and decay.

In the iodine case, the IRD fast decay constant was found to be 2.3 µsec⁻¹ at 100 mtorr. Stern and Volmer⁷ have shown that the total decay may be partitioned into a radiative part and another part which measures the number of deactivating collisions. The latter depends on the pressure of the gas and the molecular collision diameter σ. Using our results we obtain a radiative decay constant of 1.3 µsec which is in excellent agreement with the results of phase fluorometry done on I2 gas. By lowering the gas pressure (almost a collisionless gas), the decay time constant gets longer as expected from simple radiationless decay theory. Currently we are investigating the nature of the decay as a function of pressure and laser frequency. This will enable us to establish the relationship between the effective density of states⁸ and the excess rovibronic energy in intervals of 10⁻⁴ wavenumbers. Hence, the sparse intermediate limit (as opposed to the statistical or resonance limits) for the coupling between the prepared state and the rovibronic continua can be clearly identified. The beating between the different levels of the system during the decay can also be
seen since our switching procedure is, perhaps, fast enough to give the appropriate time resolution. As mentioned before, the IRD experiments were also tried at 77 K and at room temperature (where a very strong emission was seen) and no signal was detected.

For NO$_2$, the situation is different from iodine. The density of vibrational ground states that are quasiresonant with the excited level is higher. Moreover, these nonlinear molecules undergo relatively large geometrical changes when excited. This results in a large vibrational Franck-Condon overlap factor which makes the vibronic coupling matrix elements rather large and hence a short decay time is expected. At room temperature the Doppler width of NO$_2$ near 4880 Å is ~ 1 GHz. In our experiments the laser excites NO$_2$ at 5935.7 Å where the absorption and fluorescence (0.1 mtorr) at low resolution are known. The coherent decay at relatively high pressure is very fast ($\lesssim 65$ nsec) and again disappears at low temperatures. We hope to report soon on the complete study of NO$_2$ decay characteristics at different pressures and excitation energies.

**Coherent Pumping and the Optical Transition Moment.** As we described before, in the rotating frame and on-resonance the macroscopic moment [see Eqs. (8)–(11)] will nutate optically at Rabi’s frequency. Hence, if we know the transition rate for the coherent pumping and the electric field strength at the sample, we can compute the transition moment quite easily:

$$\mu \cdot E_0 / h = \text{oscillation frequency} \quad (12)$$

Knowing the laser intensity (after the first glass window of the cell) and measuring the width of the beam profile (FWHM) at the iodine cell gave $E_0 = 105$ V/cm. These preliminary results therefore give $\mu = 0.05$ Debye for the resonance transition. To our knowledge, this is the first time that this quantity has been measured directly for an electronic transition.$^23$

The coherent pumping rate on-resonance can also be used to obtain information about the dipole dephasing processes. From the results of iodine at relatively low pressure (gas temperature near 0 C), we obtained a pumping rate of $2.1 \times 10^6$ c/sec for the molecular packets that are driven on resonance. This value gave a $T_2$ that predicts a free induction decay time constant of $\approx 50$ nsec since

$$\frac{1}{\tau} = T_2^{-1} + [T_1 T_2^{-1} (\mu \cdot E_0^2 / h^2) + T_2^{-2}]^{1/2} \quad (13)$$

This is indeed in good agreement with our results (see Figure 3), thus ensuring the self-consistency and showing that this simple technique can be used for examining optical phase coherence and incoherent decay processes in excited states.

**The Phenomenon of Optical Coherence in Molecular Solids.** Using the above techniques we have observed for the first time the coherent optical ringing of molecular crystals in their excited states. Several systems (ionic and molecular) are being investigated in our laboratory and we present here the data on pentacene in p-terphenyl at 1.7 K.

Pentacene in p-terphenyl is known to show four distinct sites in the absorption and emission, with a linewidth of $1 - 3$ cm$^{-1}$ at 1.8 K.$^{25}$ These origins fluoresce when the laser is on-resonance. The so-called O$_1$ origin was excited with a single mode of the dye laser and fluorescence was seen while monitoring the coherent transients of the O$_1$ resonance. When the electro-optic crystal was triggered so the laser was switched out of a particular “homogeneous molecular packet,” we observed the transients shown in Figure 4. These signals were absent when the laser beam was blocked before the crystal and also when the crystal was out of the optical path. The fast transient, together with the IRD signal, disappeared at a transition temperature of approximately 3 K. This is expected since the optical spectral diffusion rate will increase when the phonon population increases. Of course this is being studied now in much more detail.

The emission signal detected at a right angle follows the principles discussed before for the incoherent resonance decay observed$^{26}$ in gases. In the solid the IRD pattern depends on the laser power and $\Delta$. From these preliminary results we obtain a homogeneous linewidth for the 0, 0 origin of 13 MHz which is orders of magnitude smaller than the apparent optical width and the homogeneous vibronic width. This implies that dephasing of molecular dipoles in the solid at 1.7 K is significant and competes with the spontaneous emission of the whole excited manifold. We should add that the forward coherent signal was not observed when the laser mode was on-resonance with the vibronic origin near 5829 Å. This observation$^{26}$ is in agreement with the conclusion that a fast decay process does exist$^{24a}$ in the vibrationally excited states of the solid, thus implying the crucial dependence of vibrational relaxations on the excess vibronic energy in the mixed crystal.

**VII. Optical Coherence of Molecular Beams.$^{27}$**

We have used the IRD method to detect transients of I$_2$ molecules in a collisionless molecular beam. The results indicate that the optical coherence is lost by the spontaneous decay of the system. The optical $T_1$ in the beam was found to be $1.24 \pm 0.02$ usec which is in excellent agreement with the Stern-Volmer zero-pressure time constant observed in the gas bulb. The optical free induction decay in the beam (average velocity of $1.6 \times 10^4$ cm/sec) was also observed$^{26}$ in agreement with the conclusion that a fast decay process does exist in the vibrationally excited states of the solid, thus implying the crucial dependence of vibrational relaxations on the excess vibronic energy in the mixed crystal.
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